
Maths Planning Week beginning 8th June 

 

We would like you to work through the White Rose Reception Maths for w/c 1st June which is 

based around the story of The Snail and the Whale. 

https://whiterosemaths.com/homelearning/early-years/ 

 

Monday - Investigate spiral patterns      

   

The pattern you see on a snail’s shell is called a spiral. Try to draw your own spiral patterns start 

from the centre and work outwards. Can you find pictures of different shaped shells? Do they all 

have a spiral pattern on them? 

Make a spiral dangler out of a paper plate, a piece of card or paper. Draw a large spiral. Decorate it 

and then cut carefully on the line. Fasten a piece of wool or string on to it and hang it up. 

At home you could make your own edible spirals by spreading chocolate spread onto a wrap and 

rolling it tightly. Ask a grown up to help you cut slices so you can see the chocolate spiral. Enjpy 

eating them! 

Tuesday – Funky Fingers spirals and addition 

Draw some more spirals. Use your fingers to dot paint onto the lines to make your spirals 

colourful. 

Use the White Rose website to talk about the story pictures and addition sentences. Can you write 

down the addition sums to go with them? Make sure your numbers are written the right way 

round. 

Wednesday – Snail danger! 

To follow the Day 3 activity on the website you will need to look at the book ‘Snail and the Whale’ 

if you have it, or ask your grown up to find the story online or You Tube. How many dangers does 

the snail have to overcome? 

Thursday – Odd and even 

An even number of objects can be shared equally into two groups, but an odd number cannot. 

Look at the pictures on the White Rose Day 4 activities and work out if the snail has an odd or 

even number of friends on each. Practise sharing amounts of objects into two sets. Make a list of 

all the even numbers you find. 

Friday – Higher or lower 

The activity for White Rose Day 5 asks you to practise using the words higher and lower to 

describe where the snail and the worm are in the pictures.  

Make a snail trail map. Talk to your grown up about where your snail has travelled. Use positional 

words such as on, under, over, next to, in-between. 

https://whiterosemaths.com/homelearning/early-years/


Literacy planning  

We would like you to work through the talk4writing home school learning booklet. For the next 

two weeks we will be using ‘The Amazing Adventures of Max’ by Sue Cove 

https://www.talk4writing.com/home-school-units/ 

                                                                 

Monday pages 2-6 

Share the illustration of Max and read introduction to your child. 

Read or listen to the story about Max’s adventures. Talk to your child about the story and ask the 

questions provided. Encourage your child to answer the questions in full sentences. 

Put the pictures of Max’s walk in the correct order. Use vocabulary, first, next, then, after that, 

finally 

 

Tuesday pages 7-8 

Read or listen to the story again. Talk about what happens at the beginning, middle and end of 

story. 

Act out the story. 

Draw pictures of what happened at the beginning of the story and the end of the story. 

 

Wednesday page 9 

Make up your own story of taking a dog for a walk. Complete the story map to help with the story. 

Retell the story using the story map. Video record or write down your child’s story. 

 

Thursday pages 10-12 

Learn the new vocabulary and discuss pictures. 

On page 11 read the words and match them to the pictures. Encourage children to practise writing 

the words in, on, up, over, beside, through, into, down 

Look at the pictures of Snowy and describe where he is using the correct vocabulary. Play the 

game with one of your child’s toy. Encourage children to use correct vocabulary. 

 

Friday pages 13, 15,16 

Rhyme time, learn the rhyme Bingo 

Play ‘cross the golden river’ rhyming game you will need a skipping rope to lie across or floor or 

improvise with cushions etc 

Play the ‘Sounds Right Rhyme Game’, read the words and colour in the matching rhyming words 

the same colour. 

 

 

 

https://www.talk4writing.com/home-school-units/


Understanding the World        

                                            

A Rainbow Eruption 

This experiment demonstrates how substances can change in colour and texture when mixed 

with other compounds. 

What you need: 

Paper or plastic cups 

Food colouring 

Baking powder or bicarbonate of soda 

White vinegar 

 

How to do it: 

Line up a few cups each with its own food colouring – red, yellow, green, blue and a mixture of 

red and blue (to make purple) 

Add a scoop of baking soda and then pour in a little vinegar. 

Watch the magic (or is it science)! 

 

Questions to ask: 

What can you see happening? 

What can you hear? 

What has made the baking powder fizz? 

Do you think it would work if we used water instead of vinegar? 

Which colour do you like the most? Why? 

 

 

 

 

   



 


